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For any complex valued functions over any topological space   there exists a relation in von Neumann algebras of *-graded that is 

bounded on compact Hausdorff where for category- I, II, III there exists a commutative form of      algebras such that to satisfy a 

monotone complete    algebra suffice an isomorphic factor   on the same     tamed as    having the generators   for a generic group 

 ( ) for 2-groups    and    for the former being additive integers generating the later free group for     algebras where         
Hausdorff    a Borel measure   exists in compact set   norms the associated Hausdorff space over a locally finite           via 

 ( )   . 
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       ( )                           

For any positive integer   we can consider any idempotent element for a general property to suffice that    in the relation of an associated 

element   such that                              where the simplification table states        . With this if one takes the 

annihilator
[1-5]

, 

{
    
     

                                                                  

 

Where for the left module if there is a set   * +     is any number of elements of set   then    or the annihilator or ring   suffice a 

relation as per the element   of ring  ; we get   properties, 

( ) {
  * +
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Then the     algebra suffice, 

( ) {
          
          

 

             suffice   properties as, 

( ) {
       

                  
 

 

There exists a Rickart * ring to relate ( ) and ( ) as, 

             *         * ++ 

Thus getting the relation to suffice ( ) in a concrete way with   as the left-annihilator, the generalized W* algebra which is again a special 

case of    algebra for any Hilbert space    there is a weak operator topology for the operator   such that
[2,4]

, 

                                    〈     〉 

 

Where     are vectors of that Hilbert space where isomorphism of the operator exists for an involution parameter                      

establishing
[7-10]

, 

 

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
             

          
→         

           
          
→         

 
 
 

           {
                             

           
           
→        (       )  (       )              

 

       (  )                      

Taking the identity operator   as factor in von Neumann algebras there exists   categories for a unique decomposition in every commutative 

algebra
[1,8,10-12]

, 

( ) {

                                         (                           )

                                
                                            

 

Respect to the commutative form of     algebras, ( ) exists in a compact Hausdorff for every bounded * graded von Neumann algebras, 

Borel measure  can be found for generators   such that for          norms in a compact set   for compact Hausdorff    where power factors 

   establishes over   relating Araki-Wood factor over
[1-3,11-14]

, 
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{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
   {

               
  

   {
   
   

    {
    
    

          

 

Suffice the commutation over the relation
[1,5,7,8-10]

, 

(     )      (  )            (    ) 

Over the generic group
[10,13,14]

, 

 ( ) {

             
                    

                                                                  ( )    
 

           

          For the associated generators taken over the generic groups having two forms for the later suffice the Borel measurable set, there is a 

uniqueness and equivalence between AW* generalization to W* with C* where for the categories          one gets a relative factor   which 

with the affine parameter   gives the commutative relations for the generic groups that are associated satisfies METHOD (II) in a nice way so 

as to suffice the earlier relations for the idempotent, rings, Baer, Rickart, weak operator topology in the sense to conclude left-annihilator, 

projections with the Baer* ring capturing every parameters of AW* for the related involutions mapping from ring   to opposite ring    .  
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